
Sun Life Financial (“Sun Life), a Canadian-based global provider of life and health insurance, needed to 
streamline their efforts across the candidate hiring process in order to more effectively recruit and hire for 
a wide range of roles. Although Workday was already in place and the recruitment module was being used 
for applicant tracking, Sun Life needed additional capabilities to better manage candidate relationships and 
perform better matches of applicants to open positions. CareerSpark was a recent investment and in place 
for top-of-funnel and Beamery was under consideration for CRM due to its compatibility with Workday.

Sun Life prioritized their list of needs to include the following: (1) Efficiently screen a high volume of 
applications (2) Deliver a differentiated candidate and manager experience (3) Implement an
enterprise-wide sourcing strategy and sharing of talent (4) Find a tool for targeted talent identification (5) 
Implement predictive tools for assessing if a candidate will be a high-performing candidate and (6) Improve 
data and analytics capabilities.

Introduction

Talent Tech Labs (“TTL”) is recognized as the foremost thought leader in applying emerging talent acquisition 
technologies across the recruitment life-cycle. Our mission is to foster innovation and accelerate technology 
adoption to improve the state of the art in recruitment. Clients appreciate that we are 100% unbiased and 
provide custom research, actionable insights, and decision support that are tailor fit for their unique business 
challenges. TTL clients include Fortune 500 companies, across different industries and sectors.

About Talent Tech Labs

The TA Team Process Leader at Sun Life Financial had done some preliminary research for talent 
acquisition technologies, but found the marketplace to be voluminous and cumbersome to assess. 
They needed TTL to ‘cut through the noise’ and identify specific solutions that would address their 
aforementioned needs. In addition, Sun Life needed to harness TTL’s independent perspective in an effort 
to secure buy-in from the IT leadership and C-Suite.

With guidance from TTL, Sun Life prepared a list of specific requirements that included: (1) Integration 
with Workday to eliminate duplicative entries (2) Foreign language capability (specifically French) (3) Mobile 
friendly for enhanced candidate engagement (4) Quantifiable reporting of data for evaluating ROI, predictive 
analytics, and evidence-based decisions (5) Targeted talent identification for enhanced brand familiarity 
and building talent pipelines.

Engagement

Not only are they well-versed in TA technologies, but they have the comprehensive hands-on 
experience that proves to me they truly understand the inner workings of the technology and
how it’ll fit into my company’s recruiting tech stack. TTL provides unbiased vendor 
recommendations and the assurances I need for moving my team in the right direction.” 

–Joanne Roth, TA Process Leader, Sun Life Financial

UPGR ADING AN EXISTING TECH STACK FOR
EFFICIENCY,  RELIABILIT Y,  AND GLOBAL PRESENCE
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Learn more about us at www.talenttechlabs.com or email hello@talenttechlabs.com. 

TTL initiated a rapid discovery 
period and collected feedback 
from stakeholders regarding: 
specific business challenges, 
short and longterm goals, 
technology roadmap, 
organizational structure, and 
tools already in consideration.

TTL researched the market
and curated a short list of 
viable solution providers, then 
scheduled a handson “Strategy 
Day” for the TA Team and senior 
leadership to review
the recommendations.

Armed with a “Playbook” of data 
supplied by TTL, Sun Life Financial 
felt empowered to initiate 
conversations with the C-Suite for 
the purchase and implementation 
of new technologies.

The Playbook provided granular 
insights around the technical 
capabilities for the recommend 
CRMs and Matching Systems, 
allowing Sun Life to weigh the 
pros and cons for each solution 
and gain a highlevel view of how 
each platform would fit
into their existing technology 
stack, particularly working 
compatibly with Workday.

As a result, Sun Life was able 
to quickly identify the best fit 
technology and move forward in 
the decision-making process with 
confidence and assurance.

TTL introduced 3 Matching 
Systems and 3 CRM vendors, 
compared against the the
market at large in a side-by-side
analysis. These comparisons 
provided ‘under-thehood’
insights that were entirely 
agnostic,  easily consumable
and imminently actionable.

A SWOT analysis was presented 
for each vendor on the proposed 
list, along with a comparative set 
of evaluation criteria to facilitate 
scoring. TTL walked the leadership 
teams through a session of Q&A, 
commentary, and forced ranking 
of attributes and other critical 
considerations; thereby, narrowing 
the list down to their top choices.

TTL also provided guidance for 
structuring the project team, price 
negotiation, and implementation.

• Due Diligence: Before engaging with TTL, Sun Life did their due diligence and knew exactly what problems 
they wanted to solve for, which provided for targeted and insightful conversations.

• Collaboration: Sun Life Financial had the right people in the room and both sides were receptive to having 
an honest and transparent conversation about their recruiting challenges and goals. TTL shared critical 
feedback about the weak points in their technology stack and was open to hearing their objections for 
alternative solutions. TTL assuaged their concerns by introducing data that underlined the need for 
improved capabilities in recruiting and candidate relations as it relates to the company as a whole.

• Unbiased: TTL is an unbiased expert in talent acquisition technologies and arrived at Sun Life with no 
vendor preferences. Based on the information that TTL collected, suggestions were made to specifically 
address their unique challenges, goals, and budget.

This project was completed in 4 weeks. Traditionally, for projects of this complexity the vendor selection 
process alone would have taken 4-6 months. Several key factors contributed to the success of this project.

• Agility: TTL is an agile and flexible company. This allows for lightning quick turnaround time in conducting 
market analysis, procurement recommendations, and delivery of supporting documentation.
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